Reethi Faru Resort

**The Project.**

New resort development in the Maldives.

Reethi Faru Resort in the Maldives.
Size: 7000m²

Developer and Managing Director: Mr. Vir K. Chopra.
Tel.: +960 400 4000.
Background.

March 2017 Jan Grobler, Managing Director Fiber Roofing cc introduced the Fiber Thatch Indian Ocean Palm Synthetic Tiles to Mr. Vir K. Chopra, Managing Director of Reethi Beach Resort and his team as an option for the roofs of his new resort development Reethi Faru.
In June 2018 the order was placed.
On the 20th of December the Reethi Faru Resort opened officially.

What made this project special.

Fiber Thatch chosen after compared against every synthetic tile manufactured in the world.
Mr. Chopra and his project manager Mr. Badeeu investigated every possible synthetic thatch manufacturer in the world, not only the companies, but also their history, references and their products. They even visited some of the factories. They collected a formidable range of samples.
Jan afterwards declared that he had never met a developer that did his “homework” so well.
Mr. Chopra and his team knew what they wanted.
Fiber Roofing, it’s references and product were scrutinized the same way than all the other companies.
Mr. Chopra wanted the best value for his money!
He even sent his project manager, Mr. Badeeu, to visit the Fiber Roofing factory in South Africa!
Only then did he decide.

Fiber Roofing’s ability to match texture and colors.
Fiber Roofing is one of the few manufacturers that will manufacture to a customer’s specifications
One of the requirements was that the Fiber Palm Synthetic Thatch had to match the natural Cajun thatch. Fiber kept at it until the customer was satisfied. Please compare the two umbrellas done with natural thatch on the forefront of the Fiber Palm Synthetic thatch roof behind.

It was an honor and privilege to have done business with Vir K. Chopra and his team!!!